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Reading comprehension: (7pts) 

Task 1: I read and I colour the correct answer (1*2=2 pts) 

1- Moloud is:  

 

 

2- He likes: 

 

 

Task 2: I read and I answer the following questions about Moloud: (1*3=3 pts) 

1 - Is he fat?   ....................................................           2-  can he play football? 
.................................. 

3- What does Moloud do at weekend? 
...................................................................................... ,  

   HHHello ! this is my lovely friend Moloud , he is 39 years oldld,d,  

he lives in Blidadad .HHHHHHe is tall and slim, he is bald, with big brown 

eyes,he wears a jacket,jeans and trainers,he is  good looking !, ey

he likes sports but he dislikes watching T.V . 

    OOOOOn weekdays, he gets up early at 6:00 a.m,he goes to school 

at 7:15 a.m, he has lunch at 12:30 p.m and he goes back home 

at 16:30 p.m . 

  AAAt weekend, he relaxes,he practices swimming and plays 

with his lovely children. He can play football  but he can't 

Reading compr
practice judo. 
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Task 3: I read and put the appropriate synonyms / opposites (0.5*4=2pts) 

synonyms >thin = ........................         ;              wakes up = ............................. 

opposites> Likes = .....................           ;               can = ....................... 

Mastery of language:�(7 pts) 

Task 1: I reorder the words to get a coherent sentence (1*3=3 pts) 

� practices / he /sports /. /Friday morning/on /    
................................................................................................................................ 

� jogging / likes /. / go / he / to     >   
ppppppppppppppppppppppp 

� write / can / you/? /date/ the         >   
ppppppppppppppppppppppp��������������������������������� 

 
Task 2: I circle         the correct word (0.5*4 = 2 pts) 

  Mr Fethi (likes /like) football, he (can/ can't) play it with his friends every weekend. but His 
friend Abderrezak (can / can't) play everyday (because/cause) he is busy. 

Task 3: I pronounce and classify the words in according to the final "s" (0.5*4=2 pt) 

 

 

/S/ / Z / / IZ / 
   

Situation of integration: (6 pts) 

I write a "REPORT" about my partner's (friend's) free time and daily activities. 

 

practices - plays -  gets up- jeans 

On weekdays, my friend .................gets up at,.................................................. 
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................. 

At 

weekend,.........................................................................................................................

...............

...........................................
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